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Quality-focused and efficient line cook with 15 years of experience in preparing 
and plating food in high energy, fast-paced kitchen. Specializes in preparing 
menus, ordering stock, inventory, special catering events, great team work and 
customer service. Salad/sandwich prep Inventory Planning weekly menus Catered 
special events Line cook Ordering of products needed.

NOVEMBER 2004 – PRESENT
LEAD LINE COOK - ABC CORPORATION

 Maintained knowledge of current menu items, garnishes, ingredients and 
preparation methods.

 Delivered exceptional service by greeting and serving customers in a timely, 
friendly manner.

 Managed closing duties, including restocking items and reconciliation of the 
cash drawer.

 Inquired about guest satisfaction, anticipated additional needs and happily 
fulfilled requests. Politely answered phones promptly and recorded and 
confirmed reservations.

 Read food order slips or receive verbal instructions as to food required by 
patron, and prepare and cook food according to instructions.

 Cook all orders quickly while maintaining a consistent quality with taste and 
visual appearance on every order.

 Loaded dishwashers and hand-washed items such as pots, pans, knives 
performed dishwasher duties performed cooking, cleaning, and stocking duties 
in establishments.

NOVEMBER 2004 – PRESENT
RESTAURANT SALES - ABC CORPORATION

 Assisted guests with making menu choices in an informative and helpful 
fashion.

 Maintained knowledge of current menu items, garnishes, ingredients and 
preparation methods.

 Delivered exceptional service by greeting and serving customers in a timely, 
friendly manner.

 Appropriately suggested additional items to customers to increase restaurant 
sales.

 Answered questions about menu selections and made recommendations when 
requested.

 Completed several services essential and service expertise training programs.
 Prep kitchen with varieties of foods to ensure the kitchen is able to run properly.
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EDUCATION

High School Diploma - (Elmhurst High School - Fort Wayne, IN)

SKILLS

CPR, OSHA, Microsoft Office, Lin Cook/Leader, Warehouse/Packaging, Construction 
Welding, Plumbing, Landscaping, Solar Panel Installation
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